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With each New Year
beginning, we focus our
thoughts to what the future
will bring. It’s easy to make
resolutions. If I had kept all my
resolutions that I’ve made,
I’d weigh 150 pounds and
shoot par golf when I got out on
the course. While making a
plan for a successful year is a
little more difficult, it might
be a better use of your
time. 
Farmers already know that, of
course. Most of us have some
kind of long-range business
plans. Some more detailed than
others. Gone are the days
of hoping for good weather
and good prices. 2013 was a
reminder of that. We now have
the technology and the foresight
to influence our harvests, and
our futures.
Take irrigation, for example.
South Carolina’s rainfall
averages 48 inches a year, but
rain doesn’t always come
when we need it.  A record
number of farmers have already
installed irrigation systems. To
quote one farmer, “Irrigation
controls your destiny.”  Being
able to put the right amount of
water on a crop, at the right
time, is crucial to optimum
harvests.
With today’s technology and
research going on at Clemson
about its application, farmers
can determine exactly what each
field needs under the soil, as
well as in it.  We have a better
understanding of how water
travels, so we know where and
how to irrigate. We expect to see
even more irrigation systems
cropping up all over the state
this year.
See Resolutions and Plans,
continued on page 8
Nursery & Landscape Professionals
to Meet in Myrtle Beach
Landscape contractors, greenhouse growers, nursery growers, grounds maintenance professionals and
others in the nursery industry should make plans to attend the S.C. Nursery and Landscape Association
Conference at the Myrtle Beach Convention Center on Feb. 5-7.
The SC Horticulture Industry Market Place and seminars offer “green” professionals the opportunity to
learn, earn International Society Arboriculture CEU’s, SC, NC, & GA Pesticide Applicator Re-certification
credits, visit the 250-plus booth trade show, and be at the beach all in the same trip.
Highlights of the 2014 conference include:
• A Behind the Scenes Tour of Moore Farms Botanical Garden.
• The trade show, which features exhibitors of a vast array of plant material, equipment, supplies and 
services.  New this year on the trade show floor is The Oasis, where you can relax, charge your cell 
phone, get a drink at the cash bar, have a massage, and visit with friends.
• More than 20 educational seminars offered such as Organics in the Landscape, Powerful Timesaving  
Tools and Strategies for QuickBooks Users, water quality, plant diseases, a Get Prepared for
Spring Boot Camp and so much more.
See Nursery & Landscape Professionals to Meet, continued on page 8
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SC AgriBiz & Farm Expo Offers
Innovation and Focus on Farm Safety
Chances are you’ve seen mentions of the SC AgriBiz & Farm Expo in the Market Bulletin throughout
the last few months. You’ve probably also heard public service announcements on your local radio station
or heard a friend or neighbor talking about the event. The best way to know if something is really good is
to check it out. That’s what the SC Department of Agriculture is inviting you  to do January 16 – 17 at the
Florence Civic Center.
Several agriculture organizations from across the state spent the last year making sure the Expo offers
something for farmers of all sizes. Whether you farm 50 acres or several thousand, the New Year is a good
time to identify what improvements can be made to your operation. That’s where the Expo can help. 
The two-day event offers several education sessions including a discussion on technological innovations
in agriculture and what it means for the industry. Another session explores innovations in irrigation
technology. Some of the topics in that session include implementation of computers, GPS, remote control,
and Variable Rate Irrigation.
This year’s Expo is also highlighting safety with Commissioner Weathers taking part in a grain bin
rescue demonstration. The National Education Center for Agricultural Safety will offer a classroom
component from 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. Jan. 16. The rescue demonstration is set for 12:30 p.m.
If you haven’t already made plans to attend, it is not too late! Admission is $5 a day, and there are
several ticketed events like the Taste of SC and Commissioner’s Breakfast, which benefits the
SC Commissioner’s School for Agriculture. For more information on those events and other details about
the expo, visit www.agricutlure.sc.gov and look under Hot Topics for 2014 SC AgriBiz & Farm Expo.
H a p p y  N e w  Y e a r !
Important Market Bulletin Rule Updates 
located on pages 5-6
What’s in a Title?
South Carolina’s peach industry continues
to thrive, producing more peaches than any other
state on the East Coast. If that is the case, why is
Georgia the Peach State instead of South Carolina?
After all, the facts lead to that logical question.  
Last year, South Carolina producers sold
more than 2,200 truckloads of the freshest, juiciest
and tastiest peaches on the commercial market.
Georgia producers sold 850 truckloads. Year after
year, the pattern continues with more than 14,000
acres of trees, South Carolina produces more
than twice the number of fresh fruit than
Georgia.
See What’s in a Title?, continued on page 8
Aquaculture 
BREAM, 1-8in, 35¢-$1.50; Bass,
$1.50; Catfish, 50¢; Grass Carp $13;
Threadfin Shad, $30/lb; more; qty disc,
p/u or del. Derek Long; Newberry;
803-276-2070
POND STOCkING FISH, Red
Breast, 40¢ea; Mosquito fish, $20/100;
Sterile Carp, 8-10in, $10ea; 12in+,
$14ea, more. C Chappell; Richland;
803-776-4923
FARM RAISED CHANNEL
CATFISH, fingerlings, 30¢ ea, disc on
orders of 2000+; ½-1lb fish, $3/lb;
1lb+ fish, $2/lb. Russell Smith;
Calhoun; 803-568-2994
STERILE GRASS CARP, 12-14in,
$11ea. Perry Price; Lexington;
803-356-3403
CRAPPIE, 2-4in, $1-2; Bluegill
Bream, 1-7in, 30¢-$1.25; Largemouth
Bass, 3in, $1.50; Catfish, 4-6in, 50¢ ea.
Cannon Taylor; Newberry; 803-276-0853
Cattle 
MIXED CALVES, 4-5m/o, $300.
Roland Perez; Aiken; 803-649-9172
2 HOLSTEIN STEER CALVES,
on winter pasture, hay & grain fed,




beef cross heifer, B-5/29/12, $1500ea.
Andrew Aiken; Pickens; 864-230-7498
12 BLk ANG HEIFERS, ready to
breed in spring, $1200ea. Walter
Bessinger; Bamberg; 803-267-7723
PB BLk GELB BULL, 3y/o, AI
sired, BSE, balanced EPDs, good
dispo, ready for service, $2400. Caleb
Hallman; Lexington; 803-730-4673
4 HERFRD YNG COWS, reg,
polled, 2 calfed, 2 due now, $9000/all;
2 reg heifers, $1000ea. Steve Sease;
Anderson; 864-304-6313
PB SIMM, 4 heifers, 2 red, 2 blk,
breeding age, $1100-1200ea; 1 red
bull, 2½y/o, 1800lbs, $2100; ex b'lines
& EPD's. Jesse Fletcher; Spartanburg;
864-895-3670
PB POLLED HEREFORD BULL,
20m/o, $800. Scott Hornsby; Richland;
803-530-8667
REG RED ANG BULL, Make MiMi
son, 14m/o, calving ease, gentle,
$1850. Danny Winchester; Pickens;
864-637-8592
SIMM & SIMANG YRLING BULLS,
AI & embryo pedigrees. $1500up. Jim
Rathwell; Pickens; 864-868-9851
RED SIMM BULL, reg, $2500.
Terry Staggs; Greenville; 864-468-4381
IRISH DEXTER BULL CALF, heifer
calf, FB, exc b'lines, $600ea. Michael
Pierce; Colleton;  843-909-1309
8 RED ANG BULLS, 2 red Balancer
bulls, 2y/o, complete BSE, good dispo,
forage developed, ready to work, $2500up.
David Miller; Edgefield; 706-840-3709
REG BLk ANG BULL, sired by Yon
Traveler S224, BSE tested, gentle, 27
m/o. $2400. Bobby Baker; Lancaster;
803-285-7732
BBU REG BFMSTR, heifers,
$1000up; bulls, $1250up. Joseph
Logan; Greenwood; 864-538-4732
BLk ANG COWS, to calf soon,
$1600; reg Blk Ang bull, $2000. Terry
Gibert; Greenwood; 864-993-4212
REG RED ANG BULLS, calving
ease, good dispo, growth, maternal and
carcass traits, AI b'lines, $1800up;
more. Raymond Prescott; Laurens;
864-981-2080
BLk ANG X HEREFORD, steers,
heifers, 400-500lb, 100% pasture
fed, organic pasture, no chemicals,
$600up. Ben Williamson; Darlington;
843-393-7306
BLk ANG BULL, 8m/o, $800; FB,
no papers, blk Ang-Char Cross bull 8
m/o $750. Larry Gunter; Lexington;
803-532-7394
2 PB HEREFORD COW/CALF
PRS, steer calves B-11/9/13, 11/15/13,
calves sired by AI sire Durango, cows
1st calves. $1200/pr. Henry Mitchell;
York; 803-627-6142
YRLING BLk ANG BULLS,
calving ease, gentle, $1.50/lb cash.
Brian Rikard; Oconee; 706-491-1111
PB SG BULLS POLL, drk red,
16-19m/o, breeding age, $1000up.
Curtis Hipp; Spartanburg; 864-230-1983
7 REG ANG BULLS, 24m/o, forage
perform test & pedigrees, w/low BWs,
breeding soundness exams, $3500up.
Dixon Shealy; Newberry; 803-629-1174
Dogs
Ads for dogs 3 months or
older  must be accompanied
by a copy of current
Rabies Vaccination Certificate
signed by a licensed
veterinarian. Under 3 months
you must include a birthdate.
NO DOG KENNEL/BREEDER
ADS ARE PERMITTED. Only
dogs-for-sale notices will be
published. As a  last-priority
item, dog notices will be
published as space permits.
CkC GREAT PYRENEES,
B-11/22, $300, w/$50 dep to hold.
Roland Perez; Aiken; 803-649-9172
¾BORDER COLLIE ¼ENG SHEP,
2y/o, neutered, UTD vet, $650. Carroll
Williamson; Richland; 803-240-2814
SQUIRREL FEIST, B-10/1, M/F, 1st
shots, $200; F Beagle, 3-4y/o, $125.
Jon Ham; Florence; 843-409-1080
LIVESTOCk GUARDIANS, 50/50
Great Pyrenees/Anatolian, B-12/8,
ready 1/19, $200ea, $25 dep. Jodie
Cromer; Saluda; 803-480-2454
AkC COLLIES, B-11/7, sable &
wht, tri-color & wht, $400. Karen
Hare; Greenville; 864-517-2907
REG BOYkIN SPANS, B-10/11,
wormed, 1st shots, tails docked,
declawed, M/$500ea, F/$600ea. Michael
McGee; Anderson; 864-296-3590
BLUE HEELERS, B-10/22, 3F, 3M,
tales docked, working stock, 1st shot,
$200. Ramona Atkins; Calhoun;
803-874-4578
REG BORDER COLLIES,
B/W, B-10/13, $500ea. Bill Heard;
Greenwood; 864-223-1606
FB CHOC LABS, B-9/26, M/$450,
all shots current, dewormed. Steve
Ochocinsky; Lexington; 803-755-9897
AkC REG BEAGLES, B-10/10,
4M, 4F, $200up. Steve Ard; Aiken;
803-603-0642
AUST SHEPS, NSDR, B-10/21, blue
merle, blk tri's, M/F, $350. Debbie
Mauldin; Edgefield; 803-606-6164
PYRENEES, B-11/28, 6-F, 3-M, 1st
shots, wormed, $125, $50 dep to hold.
Clyde Llyles; Lancaster; 803-289-2791
Farm Equipment 
Farm equipment and farm truck
ads may not be submitted
by commercial dealers. All ads
must include the following signed
statement: “THIS FARM
EQUIPMENT AND/OR FARM
TRUCK WAS USED ON
MY FARM OR I AM NOT
A COMMERCIAL DEALER.”
Only farm truck ads with
legitimate farm truck license tag
numbers will be accepted. The
farm truck license tag number
must be included with the ad.
JD 6000 HI BOY, field ready,
$11,000. Jack Sandifer; Bamberg;
803-793-3389
'08 kUBOTA L3940, LN,
170hrs, w/loader, forks, bucket,
$18,500obo. Adam Templin;
Newberry; 803-315-2659
3910 FORD TRACTOR, 2530hrs,
6ft bush hog, scoop pan, hay spear &
scrape blade, $8000. David Martin;
Laurens; 864-682-3395
MASSEY 2 BOTTOM PLOW, 3ph,
GC, $450. Butch Morrison; Anderson;
803-487-1633
'95 ECONOLINE TRL, 12ton, EC,
GN, new floor, $4900 or trade for
10ton GN. Morris Johnson; Newberry;
864-923-1670
JD 950-D, FEL, PS, recent paint &
Agri tires, $8250, prefer trade for lrgr
unit @ equal value. Barney Williams;
Lexington; 803-359-0677
'80 JD 450C DOZER, 6 way blade
w/Forestry Fire plow, complete in
frame, overhaul on eng, <20 hrs,
$16,000. Michael Dopson; Colleton;
843-562-7132
kING kUTTER FINISH
MOWER, 5ft, GC, cuts good,
$780. Ziggy Surawski; Marlboro;
843-430-4637
4H BP SL, w/removable dividers,
GC, recently painted, frt storage
compartment, frt esc door,
$3750. Harold Coleman; Marion;
843-423-1814
'01 kUBOTA B2710 HST, 4wd,
turf tires, 5ft belly mower, Kubota lA
402 ldr, w/bucket & pallet forks,
$12,500. James Chastine; Greenville;
864-430-6066
INT 460, narrow frt end, w/2pt fast
hitch, $3995. Cecil Hooks; Marion;
843-430-4906
JD 4230, 2 post canopy, quad range,
$13,500; Cadman 2625 hose reel,
w/traveling gun, $7500; PTO irrig
pump, $2500; more. Brian Henry;
Anderson; 864-617-6436
COW PANEL TRL, custom
made, holds 14 panels, 2in hitch,
$750. Rollie Knoke; Greenville;
864-444-9048
JD 3020 TRACTOR, GC, dash
controls, 18.4-34 new rear tires,
$7000. Joseph Oswald; Allendale;
803-584-5557
UNVEREGTH, 4r rip-strip no-till
model 330, auto spring loaded
shanks, rolling baskets, more,
EC, $15,500. Louis Tumbleston;
Charleston; 843-371-0708




AUGER, 6x41 w/5hp single phase
elec motor & starter control,
$1200. Richard Rentz; Bamberg;
803-245-5991
WOOD RM59-3 FINISH MOWER,
w/extra blades, GC, $450obo. Keith
Gibbons; Clarendon; 843-659-9933
JD 750 TRACTOR, 3cyl dsl, low
hrs, GC, 4ft harrow, $5200. Albert
Collins; Barnwell; 803-259-5639
MF 150 HIGH CROP, 5000hrs,
$3500; MF 7ft sickle mower, extra
blades, $700; 28ft GN cattle/stock trl,
GC, $4000. John Kingsmore; Union;
864-426-6678
FORD 3000 TRACTOR, $3700;
Long 510, $3000, both dsl w/PS, runs
good; JD 450C 6 way dozer, needs
trans work, $7500. David Wilson;
Greenville; 864-303-3286
'78 HD TRL, by Eager Beaver,
w/title, 9ton cap, 8ftWx14½ft, flat
w/addl 4½ft, turn up ramp, 3 axles,
$1800. Gerald Pusser; Florence;
843-669-6086
FA CUB TRACTOR, GC, runs
good, $2800; Woods #59 Belly Mower,
5ft, for FA A or Super A, $650. Robert
Gantt; Lexington; 803-422-8659
JD HX10 ROTARY CUTTER, frt &
rear chains, twin tail whls, 540 PTO,
VGC, $5900. Gene Adkins; Oconee;
864-885-1492
48IN BOX SCRAPE, w/root
rakes, $300; 48in Aerator, 15in
dia, $200. Jimmy Allsep; Pickens;
864-868-9148
'04 BEE CAMPING TRL, 4H, GN,
1 owner, EC, queen bed, microwave,
cabinets, closets, cowboy shower,
more, $13,500. Edith Morris;
Newberry; 803-364-3995
NH TL80, 75hp, CAB, a/c, heat,
ldr w/bucket & hay forks, dual hyds,
2wd, 1330hrs, VGC, $29,500. Dickie
Sansbury; Florence; 843-665-4183
'90 CHEVY PICkUP 1500,
2wd, 5.7L, 325K mis, 119K mis on
rebuilt trans, new rotors, front brakes,
more, $4250. C Matthews; Saluda;
864-992-1253
kUBOTA LD28 TRACTOR, 4wd,
disc harrow, quick release bucket,
7ft scrape blade, $6500obo. Harvey
Ammons; Chester; 803-899-0268
'44 JD MODEL A, 3 new tires,
restored in '88, bldg stored, flywheel
start, $3000. John Campbell; Florence;
843-493-5265
6 PRONG CULT, w/3ph, $300;
Kubota B8200 Tractor, 3spd, 273hrs,
w/King Kutter 4ft Bush Hog, needs alt
& battery, $4200. J King; Spartanburg;
864-345-2600
ATHENS 2 DISk PLOW,
$350; JD 13 shank chisel plow,
$1200. Matt Valkenburg; Abbeville;
864-940-9341
4R INT 336 PLANTERS,
$1200; JD 4r twine cultivator,
$350. Wayne Goude; Georgetown;
843-558-7150
JD 8400, new tires & engine,
$65,000; JD 4955, duals, mfwd,
GC, $29,500. Paul Hawkins; Lee;
803-428-7259
FORD 640 TRACTOR, for parts or
restoration $900obo; 12ft livestock trl,
all metal, $1000obo. Curtis Hill;
Greenwood; 864-980-2291
2 DISC HARROWS, 16 disc, 5ftW,
both GC, $475 & $375. James Gunter;
Lexington; 803-892-3334
7100 JD PLANTER, 3ph; 7000 JD
planter, pull type, both 4r, $2850ea;
JD 7100 2r planter, 3ph, $2250, all
w/finger p/u. Ray Ward; Clarendon;
803-473-3355
'75 HUBER F-1700 MOTOR
GRADER, runs good, w/Detroit dsl
6V-53 engine, mechanically sound,
13ft 10in blade, $7350. Jud Decell;
Lexington; 803-731-1234
SPRAYER, Schabern Hi-Pressure,
skid, 300 gal tank, model D403
pump, 5.5hp gas motor, reel,
nozzle, $2200obo. Douglass Britt;
McCormick; 864-391-3334
JD 5510N, 4x4 ldr, 75hp, low hrs,
$17,500; 30ftx5ft Dorsey alum dump
trl, $9500; Lewis Bros poultry litter
blade, $2500. Tony Parcell; Lexington;
803-917-0918
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If you are selling farm equipment it must include a signed statement
that states you are a farmer or you are not a commercial dealer.
2630 JD TRACTOR, 70hp, $7500;
JD 2 bottom mold board turn plow,
w/tail wheel, $400. Lee Black;
Oconee; 864-710-2811
FORD 3000, w/remote hyd &
canopy, runs great, $4750. Hack
Bartley; Greenwood; 864-229-1032
TOPDRESSER TORO 2300,
self-contained all-whl dr unit, towed
by util vehicle, 23cf cap, more,
$3600. Tony Williamson; Greenwood;
864-377-2012
CASE 8420 RND BALER, makes
small rnd bales, used '13 season, VGC,
$2500obo. Judy Degner; Orangeburg;
803-747-2707
FLEX PIPE, smooth bore, new,
6in x 20ft, 6 pcs & 4 connectors,
$225. Eddie Gatlin; Berkeley;
843-312-3507
DR POWER GRADER, 60inW,
16 tooth, LN, w/remote height
adj, $600. Jim Jeffcoat; Richland;
803-786-1351
JD 4020, GC, $9500; JD 3960 silage
chopper w/p-up, corn & sickle header,
GC, $1800; JD 444 corn header,
EC, $3000. Will Anderson; Anderson;
864-617-5366
'72 CHEVY C-50, 24,000 GVW,
custom 350, twin cycle dump w/body,
$1950, more equip. Malcolm Rawls;
Aiken; 803-564-5435
CAT D7F DOZER, w/blade, root
rake, $17,000; Fiat-Allis 16B dozer,
12ft blade, hyd tilt, $20,000. Trent
Porth; Lexington; 803-413-8065
FORD 3000, w/remote hyd, canopy,
PS, dsl, 2100hrs, GC, $4700; 444Int
tractor, 42hp, wide frt end, dsl, PS,
GC, $3700. Charles Evatt; Oconee;
864-723-2799
GN TRL, 20ft, w/dovetail & floor
over neck stall, $4250; 5ft box scrape,
$300. Gerald Waddell; Spartanburg;
864-918-9950
JD 654 ROW CROP HDR, $3000;
6r Pittsburg cult w/hyd fldng wings,
$800; 4r Pittsburg cult, w/Sheffield
sweeps, $600; more. C Chassereau;
Hampton; 803-942-1961
'89 CASE IH 1620 COMBINE,
4wd, new eng, $7500; Taramax
10shank w JD 450 drill, $15,500;
CaseIH 23ft disk, $13,500. Gene Roe;
Aiken; 803-645-2234
2 & 3 BOTTOM PLOWS, 6ft box
scrape, $400ea. Otis Hembree;
Spartanburg; 864-427-4419
IHC 666 TRACTOR, w/2 post
canopy, GC, $6000; flat bottom
grain wagon, $800; 2r JD subsoiler
bedder, more, $800. Michael  Lane;
Williamsburg; 843-372-6898
JD BO TRACTOR, restored, new
sheet metal, tires, etc, $7000;  early
1900's Case steel threshing machine,
$1000; more. Ed Long; Laurens;
864-505-6765
3 AXLE TAGALONG TRL, w/6ft
ramps, 6ft tongue, 4ft beaver tail, 16ft
level deck, $2300; 8ftxft van trl,
more, $1900. Rose Murphy; Fairfield;
803-337-3697
JD 9910, running, $1500. Jerry
Shealy; Lexington; 803-429-7458
20FT TRL, dual axles, all steel, 6in
channel, $2500. Pete Soper; Aiken;
803-447-7784
JD MANURE SPREADER, H
Series, $100. Justin Howe; Newberry;
803-944-1065
ELEVATOR, pulled by tractor, $500;
Rodeyhoe, 3ph, GC, $250. Betty
Epting; Lexington; 803-892-5112
JD 71 FLEX 2R PLANTER,
$1400. James Strock; Orangeburg;
803-308-1195
20FT CATTLE TRL, Double D,
GN, $2500. Cameron Wright;
Anderson; 864-617-1933
CLIPPER SEED CLEANER,
Conquest 1360, $38,000; Carter Day
disc 2523 separator, $9500; bucket ele-
vators, more, $18,500. Phil Davis;
Spartanburg; 864-877-4304
10FT INT MOWER/BUSHHOG,
pull type, 8y/o, GC, 1 owner, $2750.
Perry Earle; Laurens; 864-918-9700
Farm Labor
STATEWIDE FENCER, specializing
in NZ Hi Tensil elec, hog wire, barb etc,
hydraulic post driver, 25yrs exp. Richard
Crow; Abbeville; 864-554-1107
FENCES BUILT, to your specs,
statewide, free est. Bruce Thomas;
Dorchester; 843-563-4373
CATTLE CAUGHT, hauled, penned,
any custom cow work, 25+ yrs exp. Josh
Brown; Saluda; 864-910-5378
SHELL/AIR CLEAN, your pecans,
$7/bu; also buy pecans at top price.
Wanda Horne; Horry; 843-756-0104
POND LIMING, call for quote. David
Burnside; Richland; 803-776-4923
BEAVER/COYOTE REMOVAL, by
trapping, eastern Greenville & Lauren
Co, $25/animal. Paul Miller; Laurens;
864-862-6759
PECANS, will crack & shell, 50¢/lb,
20lb min. Wade ten Bensel; Lancaster;
803-283-4631
TRACTOR REPAIR, service,
complete restorations, painting, parts for
JD, MF, FA & Ford tractors, cab foam
kits, more. David Moss; Spartanburg;
864-680-4004
BUSH HOGGING, weed control
spraying, tilling gardens, rnd/sq hay
baling, fence repair/building, fert
spreading, more. Mike Wright; Pickens;
864-270-0560
HORSE BOARDING, 50A w/wood
trails, barn, stall, pasture, coggins
reqd, riding lessons, Eng, Western,
Paso Fino, more. Beth Gaston; Chester;
803-374-6255
LIME SPREADING, specialize in
bulk Tenn lime, call for prices. Drake
Kinley; Anderson; 864-353-9628
SAW MILL, will travel w/in 50mis,
cut logs up to 21ft L, 30in dia. Harvey
Ammons; Chester; 803-899-0268
TRACTOR & EQUIP REPAIR,
clutch jobs, eng overhauls, yrs of exper,
reasonable rates. Randy Stachewicz;
Colleton; 843-538-7411
CATTLE SERVICES, caught,
penned, freeze branding & hauling, find
& catch wild cattle, mobile hvy catch
pens, more. Brian Gibert; Greenwood;
864-980-6408
SERVICES, boom mower, wide area
mowing, woods mowing, mulching,
fire line, plowing, more, call for
quote. William Howard; Berkeley;
843-817-2109
LAND CLEARING, grading, land &
wildlife management, bush hogging,
septic tanks, asphalt millings, soil,
gravel. Matthew Johnson; Newberry;
864-923-5455
TRACTOR REPAIR, general repairs,
tune-up, repainting & restoration.
Jonathan White; Florence; 843-373-3712
PASTURE MGMT SERVICES,
spray weeds, treat fire ants in livestock
pastures, licensed applicator, spread
lime & fert. Kenny Mullis; Richland;
803-331-6612
FENCES BUILT, or repaired, all
kinds, reasonable prices. Jimmie Koon;
Saluda; 864-445-7658
EXTREME BUSHHOGGING, hvy
brush & trees up to 6in skid steer on
tracks. Pat Blue; York; 803-242-0095
FENCE CONSTRUCTION, all
types, greater Greenville area Danny
Hershberger; Greenville; 706-201-5745
CB & TIFTON 44, custom plant
w/Bermuda King 4r planter, 30yrs exp,
sprigs avail, $1.75/bu. Eddie Adams;
Darlington; 843-332-0891
HORSE BOARDING, Elgin, 24hr
turnout, feed stalls, lrg pasture,
pond, rnd pen, more, hay storage,
$125-300/mo. Teresa Kerns; Kershaw;
803-786-5300
CUSTOM SADDLE & TACk
REPAIR, hand-tooling, leather
fabrication of all types, belts, bags,
more. Donald Stevenson; Fairfield;
803-718-1770
TRACTOR REPAIR, service on bush
hogging, backhoe, frt end ldrs, old/new
tractors, parts, will come to you. Jack
Shelton; Richland; 803-736-9820
DOZER & TRACk HOE WORk,
build & repair ponds, demolition, tree
removal, grade & clear land, repair rds,
free est. J Hughes; Greenwood;
864-227-8257
HORSE TRANSPORT, door-to-door
hauling by equine pro, special needs
welcomed, 1-4h, SE or connect w/others.
Mark Kennedy; Beaufort; 843-521-3759
HORSE BOARDING, pasture,
fed quality hay, grain 2x daily,
lighted stalls, tack rm, security gate,
$300/mo. Wade Harley; Lexington;
803-360-9418
FARM HAULING SERVICE,
tractor trl load quant, chicken litter,
shavings, silage, mulch, grain, corn,
beans, more. Michael Wise; Newberry;
803-271-4215
SkID LDR WORk, 40yrs fencing
exper, all types of farm, ranch fencing,
feed lots & catch pens. Charles
Mullinax; Anderson; 864-958-0721
PASTURE BOARDING, for horses,
lrg pastures, owner on site, training
& riding avail, $100/mon. Bryan
Waldroup; Oconee; 864-888-7585
BUSH HOGGING, various light
tractor work, mulching, spreading,
scraping, yard maint, etc, call
for info/free estimate. Cary Cox;
Greenville; 864-918-1691
BERMUDA GRASS SPRIGS, plant
w/8ft Bermuda King grass planters,
forage var: Coastal, Russell &
Tifton 85; more. J Gallagher; Allendale;
803-686-0694
POND CONSTRUCTION, 20% disc
on fish, lot clearing, food plots, wildlife
mgmt, rd bldg. Cannon Taylor;
Newberry; 803-276-0853
FENCE INSTALLATION, barb
wire, field fence, agricultural &
residential. James Strock; Orangeburg;
803-308-1195
Farm Land
Farm Land ads must be
for at least 5 acres under
cultivation. Ads from real estate
agents are not accepted,
unless they personally own
the property being offered.
PROVIDE A STATEMENT THAT
STATES THE LAND IS
YOUR PERSONAL PROPERTY.
193A, wooded, frtage on Little River &
Hwy 72, 15A river bottom field, 16y/o
pines & hdwd, more, $2195/A. Roy
Jeffcoat; Abbeville; 864-933-1851
204A, Abbeville Co, Hwy 28, all
pasture fenced & cross fenced, 2 ponds,
barn, $4000/A. Phil Hiott; Anderson;
864-617-5454
280A, hdwd timber, good rds,
near schools, City of Laurens, will
subdivide to 140A, public water,
$2600/A. Andy Parnell; Laurens;
864-360-1370
82.1A FARM, 3mi off I-20, exit 39, 5
pastures, home, barn, $5500/A. John
Snelgrove; Lexington; 803-513-9227
21A, on Lake Russell, wooded, exc
hunting, $140,000. Shirley Huston;
Abbeville; 803-917-9665
WANT 50+A, w/pastures & 30 mil of
Gwood, in return will release quail,    my
dog, 3 adults incl landowner, any missed,
stays. Ronnie Owens; Greenwood;
864-934-7980
103A, Hwy 252 2mis of Hwy 25,
spring fed creek, pines w/hdwd,
$2250/A. Tod Hensley; Laurens;
864-979-4669
106A, near Salley, 5A Coastal field,
pine timber, farm house, barn, tenant
house, deer, turkey, $2800/A. Ronnie
Wingard; Aiken; 803-360-6253
10A PINE FOREST, Riley Rd,
Chesterfield Co, owner fin, $16,000.
Wade ten Bensel; Lancaster;
803-283-4631
54.68A, 8-10y/o planted pine, hdwd,
creek, food plots, deer feeder, rd
system, wildlife, $2500/A. Steve Cooper;
Saluda; 864-809-0369
55+ A, near Erskine College, 3bd/2ba
w/guesthouse, fenced, cross fenced,
barns, creek, long driveway, $469,999.
Farha Ali; Abbeville; 864-379-8123
15.2A, 20min of Cola, 10mi of Oburg,
rd frtge, mixed pines & hdwd drain,
hunting, $38,000; 150A, Sumter Co,
more, 75k. Carl Gulledge; Calhoun; 803-
530-8885
127A, timber, cultivated, 18A open, Mt
Pisgah Rd, 2mis E of Hwy 341, public
water, pond sites, more, $350,000. Kim
Higginbotham; Kershaw; 803-622-7086
107.63A, mature hdwd, 20y/o
planted pine, 2243ft on Saluda River,
$2400/A. Christian Hendricks; Laurens;
803-530-2715
109A, mature pines, hdwds, 1500sf
house, good hunting, food plots, creek,
$4000/A. L Williamson; Bamberg; 803-
894-3744
60A, farming, horses, hunting,
fishing, 3br2b MH, Aiken or Augusta
area, $5999/A. John Morgan; Edgefield;
803-279-6744
70+A FARM LAND, 5+A, private,
secluded, creek, hwy frtage,
$4900/A. Donald Stevenson; Fairfield;
803-718-1770
104A, 4 barns, 2 ponds, 2/3 pasture, 1/3
timber, fenced, house, rd frontage on 2
sides, $2800/A. Bob Templeton;
Greenwood; 864-223-4677
92A, 2mi W of Chappells, Hwy 34,
planted pines, mature hdwd, deer, turkey
hunting, $2150/A. C Smith; Newberry;
864-993-9881
67A, Honea Path, adjoining Co
Industrial Park, 2 streams, pond,   water,
gas, sewer, wooded, open, $3200/A firm.
James Guest; Abbeville; 864-369-0258
150A, Carlisle, 80A clear cut, 50A
planted pine, 20A hdwd w/creek,
$1450/A. Jeremy Lindler; Union;
803-518-2168
20-50A FARM LAND, fenced
pastures, woods, stream, near Honea
Path, $8000/A. Philip  Wigger;
Abbeville; 864-369-7375
40A FARM, w/renovated home, mostly
pasture, fenced/cross fenced, cattle
working pen, $180,000. Ben Harwell;
Saluda Co; Ben Harwell; Saluda;
803-480-4387
20+A, Hwy 25 S of Ware Place,
pasture, woods, good hunting, city water
avail, $12,000/A. Stephen Gedosch;
Greenville; 864-982-4490
30A FARM, w/fenced pastures,
4 stall horse barn; 900sf metal shop
bldg, equip storage bldgs, home,
more, $369K. Larry Couch; Oconee;
864-314-6136
60A & 117A, timber, sell together
or separate, deer & turkey
hunting, $2300/A. Edward Freeman;
Orangeburg; 843-729-2126
WANT TO LEASE, hunting land,
Greenville, Pickens & N Anderson Co,
will protect, maintain & improve land
w/food plots. Cary Cox; Greenville;
864-918-1691
152A, off Hwy 39 on Span Rd, sm
pecan orchard, $2750/A. Marvin
Anderson; Saluda; 864-451-3256
38A, Lexington Co, vegetable farm,




JAP QUAIL EGGS, antibiotic & hor-
mone free, $5/10pack. Brian Long;
Richland; 803-609-7057
JERUSALEM ARTICHOkES,
$50/bu, $15/peck, 12lbs shipped,
$30. Steve Patton; Spartanburg;
864-585-8878
Garden Plants
Garden Plant ads may not
be submitted by commercial
nurseries defined as those with
sales of  $5,000 or more per year.
BLUEBERRY PLANTS, Thornless
Blackberry, cherry, fig & plum
trees, Muscadines, more, $4-8, no
ship. Hazel Bridges; Greenville;
864-879-3384
BRN TURkEY FIG TREES, $15ea,
no ship. Larry Johnson; Orangeburg;
803-664-4213
Goats, Llamas & Sheep
BRED ADGA SAANEN DOES,
$250up; Proven ADGA Saanen
buck $500.Proof of neg CAE CL
Bruc Johnne's. L Garcia; Richland;
803-687-7531
FB NUBIAN BUCk, 19m/o, blk/wht
markings, frosted ears, $200; stud
service avail. Jason Sandifer; Richland;
803-606-3596
ST CROIX, ram lambs, 6-9m/o,
$150up. Dominick Russo; York;
704-763-7677
ANGORA BUCk, CAGBA reg,
proven, throws wht & colored kids,
healthy, 4y/o, $350 or trade for
Angora Does. Alison Waddell; Aiken;
803-593-7725
BOER GOATS, FB 3m/o, $100; FB
5y/o, $375; FB 3m/o buckling, $180.
Kathy DeLong-Anson; Lexington;
803-582-8272
BUCkS & DOES, 10m/o, ½ Savanna
x ½ Spanish, $200ea. Jerry Winchester;
Oconee; 864-638-9046
kIkO, Kiko cross, $100up; PB
NZ Kiko, $200up. Bobby Page;
Spartanburg; 864-494-2501
5 WETHERS, good qual high%
Kiko goats, 11m/o, weaned, pasture
raised, $85-115ea. Stephen Drummond;
Cherokee; 850-251-7031
REG FAINTING GOATS DOES,
bred does, bucks, $200up. Lorie
Anderson; Horry; 843-333-6868
ALPACAS, Suri & Hacuaya, $150up,
show & fiber quality, sev bred &
open F/M. Susan Thorne; Laurens;
864-982-3738
NUBIAN kIDS, bucks, does, reg, non
reg, bottle-fed, $50-$300; Nubian doe,
y/o, all good milking b'lines, $300.
Shelly Hammond; Aiken; 803-663-0278
BLACkBELLY SHEEP, 2F, $150,
B-9/23; 2 mature F, $175ea; 1 yng M,
$200; 1 adult M w/full curl horns,
$275; more. Danny Park; Anderson;
724-840-8958
BOER GOATS, FB commercial
bucks, 9m/o, healthy, $125. Bill Walker;
Greenwood; 864-746-6222
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Hay & Grain
COMBINE RUN RYE, $8/bu. Brian
Adams; Aiken; 803-640-9787
SHELLED CORN, $45/55gal drum.
David Sease; Newberry; 803-622-2957
SHELLED CORN, $50/barrel;
$8/50lb bag. William Nickles;
Greenwood; 864-941-7066
WHEAT, cleaned, bagged, 50#,
$8.50; corn, cleaned, bagged, 50#, $8.
Cecil Parks; Greenville; 864-963-1454
CB, sq, $6; rnd, $50; Bahia, $5,
sq, $45, rnd; all shed kept, can del.
Derrill Marchant; Dorchester;
843-563-2805
'13 CB, 4x4, $35. Ronald Smoak,
Barnwell, 803-259-2015
'13 CB, HQ, net wrap, $40ea; cow
qual, $35ea; sq, $5ea. Richard Jackson;
Aiken; 803-646-3605
'13 OAT STRAW, 3000 avail, $3ea.
Victor Smith; Berkeley; 843-688-5353
'13 CB, HQ, 4x5, $35; '13 CB &
Bahia grass 4x5, $25, disc w/quant, del
avail. Jason Shoffner; Chesterfield;
843-858-4521
HAY, 4x5, tight, fert, limed, CB,
$40; Rye grass, $25; mixed grass,
$15. Craig Caughman; Lexington;
803-532-9361
'13 CB, 4x5 rnd, barn kept, $35.
Brian Henry; Anderson; 864-617-6436
'13 COASTAL, 4x5 rnd, net wrap,
HQ, $50ea, del avail. David Fulmer;
Orangeburg; 803-917-0467
'13 AU GRAZER LESPEDEZA, sq,
green & leafy, $10ea. Reed Edwards;
Laurens; 864-871-2575
CB, sq, HQ, $7, South Aiken. Allen
Kirchner; Aiken; 803-641-1476
'13 CB MIX, fert, net wrap, 4x5,
$30ea; 10 or more, $25ea. Phil Ardis;
Clarendon; 803-460-0915
'13 CB, HQ, 48x50, rnd, barn, $45ea;
'13 cow hay, 4x5, $20ea. Danny
Leitner; Fairfield; 843-200-0887
'13 FESCUE, HQ, $3.75/sq. Adam
Truesdale; York; 803-374-7886
BERMUDA/BAHIA, rnd, $35ea,
10+, $30ea, del avail. Bobby
Anderson; Sumter; 803-968-0106
'13 CB, 4x5, net wrap, EC, fert,
limed, no weeds, barn, prem, $50; sq
CB, HQ, $5.50; del/fee. John Snead;
Greenwood; 864-993-4839
MIX GRASS, Fescue, 4x5 net wrap,
baled 9/5/13, no rain, $25ea. R Estelle;
Greenwood; 864-910-1192
'13 FESCUE, 4x5 rnd, dry stored,
$35ea, del/fee. Jonathan Langston;
Pickens; 864-918-0231
PREM COASTAL, 4x5 net wrap,
limed, fert, $45; sq, $6; Bermuda
Bahia, 4x5 net wrap, $35; sq, $5,
vol disc. Hack Bartley; Greenwood;
864-229-1032
FESCUE, 4x5, HQ, CQ, outside,
$20; shed, $30. Wesley Boland;
Newberry; 803-768-2010
ORCHARD GRASS, 70 sm
bales, 2nd cut, clean, no weeds,
$8ea. Juergen Kopp; Spartanburg;
864-680-9854
'13 FESCUE, Prem HQ, 4x5, net
wrap, barn, $40; outside, $30.  Michael
Copeland; Union; 864-426-7996
FALL '13 FESCUE MIX, HQ, net
wrap, 4x5, $40, barn; $30, outside.
Chris Smith; Union; 864-426-5980
'13 FESCUE ORCHARD
BROMEGRASS MIX, 4x5 rnd, barn
kept, no rain, $22ea; Fescue/Orchard
grass mix, sq, $4. Tom Crates; York;
704-906-3546
'13 RND, 4x5, w/o rain, $28ea, 10
or more, $25. Mike Wright; Pickens;
864-270-0560
'13 LRG RND, $25. Margaret
Stewart; Spartanburg; 864-441-2277
FESCUE, fall cut, barn, no rain,
HQ, sq, $4ea. Albert Wolfe;
Spartanburg; 864-472-8621
'13 CB MIX, 4x5 rnd, fert,no rain,
$30. Wally Sumner; Aiken; 803-648-
7347
'13 ALFALFA, HQ, field, $8, will
load, barn, $12. Calvin Young;
Laurens; 864-923-0167
SHELLED CORN, $50; wheat, $50;
Cob Corn, $25, load in your 55gal
drum; Wheat straw, sq, $3. Jeffrey
Anderson; Richland; 803-446-8054
FESCUE, fall cut, 4x5 rnd, HQ &
CQ, no rain, shed, $35ea, del avail,
disc for lrg vol. George Bryant;
Pickens; 864-630-4934
'13 FESCUE MIX, 4x5 rnd,
Coastal mix, no rain, CQ, $30;
'12 mixed hay, 200 bales, twine
wrapped, $20. Brad Bishop; Laurens;
864-682-5588
'13 COASTAL, 5.5x4, $20,
Batesburg-Leesville area. Jerry Shealy;
Lexington; 803-429-7458
TIFTON 85, or Coastal, rnd, $40-60;
sq, $6.50. Alex Nobles; Barnwell;
803-793-6867
'12 COASTAL MIX, lrg rnd,
$50/ton. Billy Carter; Kershaw;
803-530-2972
FESCUE, GQ, rnd, barn,
$30ea. Buddy Griffith; Anderson;
864-261-6436
'13 BERMUDA OR BAHIA, 4x5,
$30; 4x5 Fescue, $25, no rain,
lrg rolls. Curtis Coffey; Greenwood;
864-993-0944
'13 FESCUE, 4x5 rnd, net wrap, soil
tested, fert, $40ea. Bobby Baker;
Lancaster; 803-285-7732
'13 CB, 4x5 hay, $30. Carroll
Harmon; Lexington; 803-359-3956
'12 CB, 4x5, string, field
kept, $30. Scott Ulmer; Colleton;
843-866-2159
'13 COW HAY, 4x5, 125 bales,
mixed Bermuda, Fescue, Clover,
Jonhson grass, no rain, in barn, 1st cut,
$18, del/fee. Don Copeland; Laurens;
864-833-3528
'12 MILLET HAY, 150 sq, $2.50ea,
w/o rain, fert, limed; 400 sq, mixed
grass hay $2ea. Steve Pace; Pickens;
864-483-4678
'13 FESCUE, 4x5 rnd, fert, GQ, tight
rolls, 20-$30ea, del avail. Casey Sokol;
Anderson; 864-245-0071
'13 CB, HQ, net wrap, 4x5 rnd,
fert w/o chicken manure, limed,
barn, $50. Rick Black; Lexington;
803-315-2599
'13 FESCUE, SC Cert grower,
lrg rnd, cut/bale w/o rain, $35ea, del
avail. Donald Stevenson; Fairfield;
803-718-1770
'13 MIXED GRASS & FESCUE,
rnd, 4x5, barn, $25, disc for quantity.
Neil Fudge; Chester; 803-324-0714
'13 70 VOLUNTEER GRASS,
$30ea; 30 Fescue & grass, $35ea;
70 Fescue, $40ea; 70 Oats, $50ea;
all 5x5. H Stockman; Newberry;
803-924-7878
CB, rnd, 4x5, net wrap, $40 & $30;
rye straw, $3. Dwight McCartha;
Lexington; 803-429-6121
'13 OAT HAY, 125 sq bales, $2.25ea,
bailed w/o rain, in barn. Carroll
Stockman; Newberry; 803-945-7801
'13 TIFTON 44, HQ sq, $5, del
avail, 4x5 rnd, $30-45, net
wrap. Charles Howle; Darlington;
843-332-8063
'13 COASTAL, HQ, sq, $5-6, limed,
fert, no Bahia, Ryegrass, or chicken
litter, del avail, 100 bales CQ Coastal,
$3ea. George McCoy; Chesterfield;
843-307-8866
'13 COSTAL/BAHIA MIXED,
HQ, rnd, $40, sq, $5; cow hay, $25,
can del. Jeremy McMillan; Colleton;
843-893-6148
'13 CB, sq, $5; rnd, net wrap, $45 &
$40ea; wheat hay, cut in doe stage,
rnd, $30; wheat straw, sq, $3; all
shed. Clayton Leaphart; Lexington;
803-892-2642
'13 FESCUE, 4x4, $25ea. Bobby
Page; Spartanburg; 864-494-2501
'13 FESCUE, 4x5 rnd, $15-20ea, del
available for addl chrg. Sammy
Callaham; Anderson; 864-304-2038
'13 FESCUE & MIXED, HQ, 4x4
rnd, $15, field; $20, barn; '12 hay, 4x4
rnd, $8; del avail. David Campbell;
Greenville; 864-895-1918
'13 COASTAL, fert per Clemson, rnd
4x5, CQ, $30; del avail/fee. Irwin
Magerkurth; Aiken; 803-221-4804
FESCUE, 4x5 rnd, net wrap, $24;
w/o net wrap, $14. William Beck;
Chester; 704-681-2877
'13 HQ OATS & RYE GRASS,
or Fescue & Rye Grass, 4x4, net wrap,
rnd, $26-30ea, del avail. Donald
Counts; Newberry; 803-315-1016
'13 COASTAL MIX, CQ, no rain,
4x5, $25. Ronnie Prosser; Clarendon;
803-934-6690
'13 CB, 4x5 rnd, net wrap, $40-50ea,
free del on 10-15/bls w/in 40 mis
of Pelion. Terry King; Lexington;
803-381-6177
PREM ORCHARD GRASS,
Timothy, Alfalfa, several blends,
$11up, del avail statewide; Chaff hay
avail by bag or pallet. Jerry Raines;
Spartanburg; 864-909-1538
'13 CB MIXED GRASS, 200+ 4x5
net wrap, $15ea; 100 '12 mixed
grass, $10; 140 4x5 Abruzzi Rye,
$10. Tommy Coggins; Laurens;
864-682-0490
'13 HAY, 4x5 rnd, net wrap, Coastal,
$45ea; Fescue, $40ea; del +$5ea, w/in
40 mis of Newberry. Michael Wise;
Newberry; 803-271-4215
'13 CLOVER FESCUE JOHNSON
GRASS MIX, GQ, 4x5 rnd,
$25ea. Thomas Coleman; Saluda;
803-622-0824
FESCUE/MIX GRASS, 4x5, $20;
Oat or Rye straw, sq, $3ea. Steve
Knox; Anderson; 864-934-9007
QUALITY HAY, 4x4 rnd, $15, del
avail. Robert Burgess; Spartanburg;
803-804-3159
'13 FESCUE, sq, no rain, barn, $4ea.
Jerry Butler; Laurens; 864-697-6343
FESCUE, 4x5 rnd, shed, $35;
outside, $30. Otis Hembree;
Spartanburg; 864-427-4419
COASTAL, HQ, Bahia CQ, 4x5
net wrap, fert; dry storage, $30
Heyward Easterling; Darlington;
843-332-9810
'13 FESCUE/BERMUDA MIX, rnd,
barn, $35.  Bryan Waldroup; Oconee;
864-888-7585
'12 CB, rnd, $20-30; '13 CB,
rnd, $40-50. Sonya Parnell; Calhoun;
803-791-9534
CB, net wrap, rnd, $48; sq,
$6. Andrew Rice; Allendale;
803-686-1208
'13 FESCUE, mixed grass, 4x5, no
rain, $20. Carroll Shealy; Laurens;
864-697-6289
'13 COASTAL, HQ, $6/sq, out barn;
rnd, $35-55, del avail. Steve Lowder;
Lee; 803-968-2322
'13 MIXED GRASS HAY,
4x4, $20; 4x5, $25, all barn, del
avail. Leon Fulmer; Newberry;
803-924-0493
'13 CB, 4x5 rnd, w/out chicken
manure, $35-40, fert to Clemson spec.
Vernon Bonnie; Sumter; 803-481-4225
'12 FESCUE, $17; '13 Fescue
HQ/barn, $30ea; '13 mixed Fescue
$15ea; qty disc, all 4x5 rnd, w/o rain,
limed/fert. Wayne Crandell;
Greenville; 864-962-0120
'13 COW HAY, rnd, $30ea;
'13 CB, sq, $6. Pete Soper; Aiken;
803-447-7784
HORSE HAY, 4x5, $50ea, 10+,
$45ea; cow hay, $35ea, 10+, $30ea,
del avail. Wells Miller; Edgefield;
803-507-5703
'13 FIELD RYE/RYE GRASS
MIXED, cut in doe stage, fert/lime, no
rain, barn, net wrap, 4x54 rnd, $30ea.
Sam Rikard; Lexington; 803-892-2630
'13 CB, net wrap, 4x5, 5 bales min,
$35ea. Walter Bessinger; Bamberg;
803-383-2189
'13 CB, over edge net wrap,
$40 & $50. Ann Furtick; Orangeburg;
803-707-4826
'13 CB, HQ, sq, organic fert,
$6ea. Thomas Thain; Lexington;
803-920-7023
'13 FESCUE, w/mixed grass, quality
fall cut, 4x5, no rain, $25. Kevin
Adair; Laurens; 864-918-0834
Hogs & Pigs
FB RARE HERITAGE BREED
PR, lrg blk, 2y/o, 350lbs ea, litters
10-11, exc for lard, $550/pr. J Justice;
Cherokee; 864-621-9171
FEEDER PIGS, Yorkshire-Chester
wht crossed, wormed, cut,
$50ea. Randy Ricard; Lexington;
803-414-0574
Horses, Mules & Donkeys
Ads for horses, mules, and
donkeys 6 months old or older
must include AN UNALTERED
LEGIBLE CURRENT COPY
of a negative Coggins test.
Under 6 months you
must include a birthdate.
REG TWH, 3y/o mare, 15.1, sorrel,
flax m/t, broke to trail ride, sweet
temp, intermediate rider, more, $1200.
Christina Achelpohl; Newberry;
803-730-9960
MINI DONkEYS, F, choc,
B-7/27/13 & 8/11/13, $350ea. Barney
Gause; Williamsburg; 843-356-1671
PASO FINO, Paragon de La Katrina,
well gaited w/easily controlled
brio, prof trained & shown
nationally, $5000. Beth Gaston;
Chester; 803-374-6255
PASOFINO MARE, 8y/o, gentle,
blue ribbon winner at shows,
$1500. Don McKinney; Spartanburg;
864-706-9738
Miscellaneous
4 GOURD POLES, x style, 3 hold
16 gourds; 1 holds 20 gourds,
complete w/t 20ft pole & tilt mech,
$125ea, $400 all. Hepburn Harrell;
Lexington; 803-609-4818
SAUSAGE GRINDER, hand crank,
$100. Elmer Martin; Charleston;
843-296-6065
FARM GATES, 5 8ft, 1 12ft, 1 10ft
tube gates, nvr used, $50ea orbo.
James Metts; Aiken; 803-652-2716
PORTABLE CATTLE HEADGATE,
automatic latch, VGC, $2250. Cecil
Hooks; Marion; 843-430-4906
HORSE DRAWN WAGON, for
Hafliner size horse, has brakes,
removable shafts, tongue can be used
to PB, more, $1500. Marsha Crews;
Clarendon; 803-473-4514
MITM 3004 ELECT, hot water
washer/steam cleaner, kerosene burner,
VGC, 3000psi, $2600. David Wilson;
Greenville; 864-303-3286
STEEL TRUCk BED, 21ft8in long,
96inW, hvy duty, $1750. Tony
Wallace; York; 803-242-2299
ANVILS, 50-245lbs, $150up. Jerry
Jenkins; Chesterfield; 843-672-7387
SYRUP kETTLE, 100gal,
$1500obo. Paul Brown; Greenwood;
864-223-5346
GRAVELY GARDEN TRACTORS,
some ready to use, some for parts,
more, $1200/all; David Bradley
tractors, $1000/all. Eddie Peeples;
Dorchester; 843-875-1835
CHOICE REDWORMS, $7/100,
$25/500. James Chavis; Florence;
843-659-2792
5GAL PLASTIC BUCkETS, GC,
$1.50ea. Caleb Hallman; Lexington;
803-730-4673
CHICkEN BROODER, new, $90;
55gal metal drums, lift off tops,
no rust, $15ea. Barney Gause;
Williamsburg; 843-356-1671
CAGES, for chicken, quail,
pigeon, rabbit, 30inx24inx24inT,
$28, 14gauge welded wire, new,
more. Michael Padgett; Lexington;
803-892-2756
EARTHWORMS, $25/lb, prepaid
ship, 2mls off I-26 exit 129, worms in
cups, $2/50. Jim Ivey; Calhoun;
803-874-4512
CUB CADET ZTR, 54in zero turn
mower, w/24hp Kawasaki eng, 2y/o,
180hrs, $1900, will del for a fee. Oscar
Bishop; Beaufort; 843-838-2034
2 HORSE DRAWN PLANTERS,
2r, $100. Andrew Woodham; Richland;
803-865-8377
PARADE SADDLE, vintage west-
ern, 15in, blk, $300. James Frye;
Charleston; 843-408-5851
HDWD FIREWOOD, 1ton dump
load, split & dumped, $120/load, price
may vary w/distance of hauling. Drake
Kinley; Anderson; 864-353-9628
2 TRACTOR TIRES, rear, new,
13x6x24, $600. Albert Collins;
Barnwell; 803-259-5639
1000GAL FUEL TANkS, $600ea or
4 for $2100. Lamar Collins;
Darlington; 843-616-0703
RECLAIMED HEART PINE, T&G
long boards, avg 8ft, 2in x ¾in thick,
1800sf, 300sf of 25-75% heart
pine, $3800all obo. Michael Young;
Laurens; 864-923-2250
REDDY HEATER PRO155, LN,
$225; TYVEC protective suits, 2XL,
$45/box of 25; WAP indust pressure
washer, $200obo. Harriet Little;
Dorchester; 843-873-7271
HAY HUTS, $650, free del w/in 40
mis of Wagener. Frank Wooten; Aiken;
803-564-5565
RR CROSS TIES, 8ft, $6ea, will
load. Harvey Ammons; Chester;
803-899-0268
HDWD LUMBER, Red Oak, Maple,
Yel Poplar, 1inT, random width,
8-10ftL, $2/bdft; pine, 2x &
1x8x8/10/12, 45¢/bdft. Philip Epps;
Newberry; 803-276-5747
'74 IH CUB CADET, 109 lawn
tractor, Hydro, 42in deck, $600, EC;
12pc IH belt buckle collection, $300.
Ed Laney; Clarendon; 803-983-4091
2 13.9X46 DUAL TIRES & RIMS,
40% tread on both, fits Case IH
Maxium, $500/pr. Danny Hege;
Barnwell; 803-793-4187
ASPHALT MILLINGS, $125/sm
load; $330/lrg load. Morris Johnson;
Newberry; 864-923-1670
2EA 3500-5000LB STRAIGHT
AXLES, w/bearing buddies, 76in
bracket-bracket, 82in hub-hub, $150ea
or $275both; more. Bill Timmerman;
Aiken; 803-640-6265
55GAL METAL DRUMS, $15ea.
Luke Cook; Lexington; 803-467-6540
WOOD SPLITTER, 20ton cyl, 5hp
B/S motor, $900firm. A Logan;
Calhoun; 803-874-3793
OAk FIREWOOD, del, stacked, cut
to size, full size p/up, Columbia, Irmo,
Chapin areas, $120. Ronald Wright;
Richland; 803-345-8386
USED EGG CARTONS, $10/50.
Brian Long; Richland; 803-609-7057
RND CEDAR POSTS, dry, cut to
var sizes, 4-10in dia, 6-12ftL, $6-12ea,
depend on size. Douglass Britt;
McCormick; 864-391-3334
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If you are selling an item it must include a price.
When submitting ads by FAX or MAIL include a complete
name, address, phone number, and county IN YOUR AD.
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1. Only ads pertaining to agricultural products and items used in actual growth, harvesting, and disposal of such agricultural products are published. 
2. One ad per category.  Up to four different categories per household are allowed.
3. Only ads with South Carolina addresses are accepted. Ads from out-of-state are NOT permitted. 
4. The advertiser’s complete name, street address, county listing, and phone number with area code are required on each ad submitted. 
However, only the advertiser’s name, county, and phone number are listed in the ad. 
5. Ads will be published only one time. To include in another issue, ads must be resubmitted before each issue’s deadline with all the required information.
The deadline date can be found in the top left hand corner of the front page under the Market Bulletin header. 
6. “For Sale” ads must include a price.
7. No sealed bids or legal notices for sale will be printed. Notices will not be published for consignment sales.
8. Each ad is limited to 150 characters and must include name, county, phone number. (Characters include the alphabet, spaces, and punctuation marks.)
9. Ads are NOT accepted from commercial entities, including but not limited to dealers, merchants or representatives of commercial establishments, 
including real estate agents, unless the property in the ad is personally owned by such person. Persons who have business licenses to sell                   
agricultural and non-agricultural items are not eligible to advertise. U.S. Post Office regulations prohibit the publication of commercial ads, 
because of periodical postage privileges. 
10. The Market Bulletin does NOT accept responsibility for ads appearing in the publication. Ads are received in good faith.
Notifying the Market Bulletin of evidence of bad faith on the part of any advertiser is appreciated. 
11. The Market Bulletin reserves the right to decline, edit and/or verify any ads or notices submitted for publication.
12. Special Rules for specific advertising categories: 
Dog Category
Only dog-for-sale notices are published. Such advertisements shall only be published as space permits. All dog-for-sale ads must include copies
of a rabies vaccination certificate for dogs 12 weeks and older. Ads for dogs under 12 weeks of age must be accompanied by the date of birth.
No dog kennel or breeder ads are permitted.
Equine Category
Horse, mule and donkey ads must include an unaltered legible current copy of a negative Coggins test within the previous 12 months.
If the animal is under six months old, the date of birth must be included in the ad.
Farm Equipment Category
Farm equipment offered for sale must include a signed statement such as: “This machinery/equipment has been used by me in an agricultural
endeavor and is not offered for sale by an equipment dealer or commercial enterprise.” Only farm truck ads with legitimate farm truck license tag
numbers will be accepted. The farm truck- FM (Farm Machinery) current license tag number issued by the SC Department of Motor Vehicles must
be included with the ad.
Farm Labor Category
Notices are accepted for agricultural work only and not for housework, nursing or companionship needs.
Farm Land Category
Farm land listed must be for at least five acres under cultivation or grazing. The type of land also must be included: pasture, timber, crop cultivated,
and must include a signed statement such as: “This land is my personal property and I am not a real estate agent.” Ads from real estate agents
are not accepted unless they personally own the property offered for sale.
Miscellaneous
Raw milk, eggs, butter and cheese products officially permitted by the SC Department of Health and Environmental Control Dairy Division,
but not licensed for commercial sales, will be published.
Seeds Category
All seed advertisements must be accompanied by a copy of a current Seed Lab Test.
SC Market Bulletin Regulations
keep this page for reference when submitting an ad.
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Commonly Used Abbreviations in the SC Market Bulletin
A
A = Acre/acreage 
a/c = Air condition
AC = Allis Chalmers
act = Actual 














auto = Automatic 
aux = Auxiliary 
avail = Available 
avg = Average 
B
bfmstr = Beef master 
Belg = Belgium 
b'tween = Between 
bth = Birth
B- = Birth date 
blk = Black 
b'lines = Bloodlines
bdft = Board foot
btm = Bottom 
BA = Brangus 
B&S = Briggs & Straton 
b'mares = Broodmares 
brn = Brown
bldg = Building 
BP = Bumper pull 
bu = Bushel 
C
CA = California
cap = Capacity 
Cat  = Caterpillar 
ctr = Center 
cert = Certified 
chg = Charge 
Char = Charolais 
choc = Chocolate
Ch = Church 
CB = Coastal Bermuda 
comm = Commercial 
cond = Condition 
cont = Continuous
Co = County
CQ = Cow Quality
crk = Creek 
cf = Cubic foot/feet 
ci = Cubic inch
cult = Cultivate/cultivation/cultivators 
cyl = Cycle/cylinder
D
drk = Dark 
del = Delivery
dia = Diameter 
dsl = Diesel 
diff = Different 
disc = Discount 
dep = Deposit 
dispo = Disposition 
dbl = Double 
DW = Double wide 
dz = Dozen 
dty = Duty 
E          
ea = Each 
elec = Electric 
eng = Engine
Eng = English
equip = Equipment 
est = Estimate 
exc = Excellent 
EC = Excellent condition 
exper = Experienced
ext = extra, extension 
F
FA = Farmall 
F or Ferg = Ferguson 
F = Female 
fert = Fertilized/fertilizer





fow = Forward 
ftn = Fountain 
frt = Front 
frtage = Frontage
FB = Full bred
G
gal = Gallon 
galv = Galvanized 
Gelb = Gelbvieh 
geld  = Gelding 
gen = Generator 
GC = Good Condition 
GQ = Good Quality
GN = Gooseneck 
g'daughter = Granddaughter 
g'son = Grandson 
grn = Green 
grnhouse = Greenhouse 
guarn = Guaranteed 
H
Hamp = Hampshire
h = Hands high 
hdwd = Hardwood
hvy = Heavy
Herefrd = Hereford 
Hol = Holstein 
hp = Horsepower
HQ = Horse Quality
hrs = Hours 
hyd = Hydraulic
hydro = Hydrostatic 
I
in = Inch 
incl = Included 
indiv = Individual
Ind = Industrial 
id = Inside dimensions 
Int = International 
IH = International harvester
intr = Instruction
irrig = Irrigation 
isl = Island
J           
JD = John Deere 
L          
lrg = Large 
LN = Like New
L = Length 
< = Less Than
Lex = Lexington 
lt = Light 
ltl = Little 
Lim = Limousin 
lv = Living 
LQ = Living Quarters
ldr = Loader
L = Long 
Lnghn = Longhorn
lb = Pound
lbs = Pounds 
M         
maint = Maintenance
M = Male 
mgmt = Management 
man = Manual 
MF = Massey Ferguson 
med = Medium 
mis = Miles 
min = Minimum 
mini = Miniature
MH = Mobile home 
mon = Month 
m/o = Months old
> = More Than
mtn = Mountain
multi = Multiple
N         
nat = Natural
neg = Negotiate/negotiable 
net wrap = net wrapped
nvr = Never
NH = New Holland 
NZ = New Zealand 
O         
od = Outside dimensions 
oper = Operator 
obo = Or best offer 
obro = Or best reasonable offer 
Orbg = Orangeburg 
orig = Original 
P
pr = Pair 
pkg = Package 
Pal = Palomino 
pnut = Peanut
perform = Performance 
ph = Phase 
p/u = Pick-up 
pcs = Pieces 
pt = Pint/point
+ = Plus
ph = Point hitch
poll = Polled




PB = Pure bred
pur = Purple 
Q
QH = Quick Hitch/quarter horse 
qt = Quart
qtrs = Quarters 
qual = Quality 
quan = Quantity 
R
recom = Recommendation
reg = Registered/regular 
req = Required
ret = Retriever 
rev = Reverse 
rd = Road 
rm = Room
rnd = Round 
S
SG = Santa Gertrudis 
sch = School 
sev = several
ser = service
sep = Separate 
Simm = Simmental 
sgl = Single
sl = Slant load
sm = Small 
specs = Specification
spd = Speed 
sprd = Spread 
sprgs = Springs 
sq = Square 
sf = Square feet 
SS = Stainless steel
std = Standard 
stl = Straight load 
T          
T = Tall
TN = Tennessee
TWH = Tenn. Walking Horse
TB = Thoroughbred
trl = Trailer/trail 
trans = Transmission 
U          
util = Utility 
V
vac = vaccinated
var = Variety/various/variation 
veg = Vegetable
VGC = Very good condition 
V = Volts 
W        
wnlg = Weanling 
wks = Weeks 
wt = Weight




W = Wide 
w/in = Within
w/o = Week Old/without 
wrnty = Warranty
Y          
yd = Yard 
yrlg = Yearling 
y/o = Year old 
yel = Yellow 
yng = Young
keep this page for reference when submitting an ad.
PETROLEUM STORAGE TANk,
10,000 gal, GC, $3500. Jerrel
Sansbury; Darlington; 843-393-2555
FIREWOOD, hdwd, split, $45, sm
p/u load, you load & haul. Hazel
Bridges; Greenville; 864-879-3384
CRAFTSMAN GRASS CATCH-
ER, 30d/o, used 4x, $275. Cindy
Whitesides; York; 803-448-0888
kRAUT CUTTER, hand crank,
$120obo; #20 wash pot, $200obo;
lrg & med cotton scales, $125 &
$100obo. Luann Masters; Greenville;
864-313-2992
TROY-BILT CHIPPER, 5hp elec
start, $600obo. Stanley Taylor;
Chester; 803-789-5236
12X20 BUILDING, 8ft walls,
shelving, heat/air, elec, 4 windows,
built like house, $5100. Lonnie Bair;
Orangeburg; 803-312-1609
CHICkEN COOPS, new, sev diff
styles avail, $175up. Brian Brownlee;
Laurens; 864-715-9699
POULTRY LITTER, del, $15-45,
spreading avail. Scott Baldwin;
Kershaw; 803-513-2532
kILN DRIED SHAVINGS, tractor
trl quan, $900, del w/in 40 mis of
Newberry. Michael Wise; Newberry;
803-271-4215
RR CROSS TIES, 8ft, premium,
$8ea, 16 or more, can del. Wayman
Coleman; Abbeville; 864-446-2885
FRONT WEIGHTS, off JD 4840,
fits 40 series up, $100ea. C
Chassereau; Hampton; 803-942-1961
2 EA FUEL TANkS, 250 gal, oval,
$100ea. Otis Hembree; Spartanburg;
864-427-4419
12 JD REAR WHEEL WEIGHTS,
150lbs ea, fits 820, 830, 4020,
etc, $110ea. Ed Long; Laurens;
864-505-6765
16IN STUBBEN ENGLISH
SADDLE, w/fittings, $400, GC;
14in Cleburne western show saddle,
EC, $750. Karen Curtis; Pickens;
864-868-9751
POULAN GARDEN TILLER,
7-10y/o, needs work, $50. Sue Queen;
Lexington; 803-394-8668
POWERMATE, 5Kwatts gasoline
generator, VGC, $425; Alpaca restraining
chute, VGC, $700. Pablo Murphy;
Spartanburg; 864-546-0928
TRL AXLES, 3500lb & 2000lb,
$125ea; animal cages, $25up. William
Claxton; Colleton; 843-909-4285
U-HAUL FIREWOOD, cured oak &
hickory, stacked 4ft high & 8ft long,
15-18in length cut, $40/load. Byron
Hanna; Fairfield; 803-260-4982
PINE SHAVINGS, p/up bulk loads,
$40; dump truck loads, $275. Walter
Cook; Laurens; 864-876-3409
REDWORMS, $27/1000; bed run,
$22/lb; LS swamp worms, $32/1000;
bed run, $27/lb, call for ship
chgs, stocked beds avail. T Unger;
Greenville; 864-299-1932
FIREWOOD, seasoned red &
white Oak, you p/up, $55/truck
load, del w/25 mi/$65; for 26-50
mi/$75. Mike Hendrix; Newberry;
803-924-8541
2 STEELMASTERS BLDGS,
25x30 w/one end wall, $4500;
35x44, no end wall, $4000; or $8000
for both. Andrew Shealy; Spartanburg;
864-621-6001
PLATFORM SCALES, movable,
weighs heavy objects, $200. Betty
Epting; Lexington; 803-892-5112
FEED MIXER, holds 1½tons of
feed, runs off 240 electric box, 6½ or
7ftT, $3000. Julian Price; Lexington;
803-743-5358
55GAL POLY DRUMS, closed top,
$8; 55 closed top, $6; metal open,
$10; totes, 275gal, $50; 335gal, $65;
quantity disc. Clyde Llyles; Lancaster;
803-289-2791
SOUIX HEAD GATE, self-catch,
hvy construction, auto reset, $875. Bill
Wright; Abbeville; 864-348-2706
BLACkSMITH BLOWER, $160;
1h tugs, $100. John Paxton;
Greenville; 864-862-4625
Plants & Flowers
Plant and Flower ads
may not be submitted by
commercial nurseries defined
as those with sales of
$5,000 or more per year.
CANNA LILY BULBS, red, yel,
Coral, 50¢ ea; ship 50 bulbs postpaid
for $40. Preston Franks; Richland;
803-960-3373
LEYLAND CYPRESS, 3gal, $4;
Cherry Hedge, $5; Jap Maples, $8-20;
China Fir, Kwanson cherry, $5-10;
more, no ship. Hazel Bridges;
Greenville; 864-879-3384
GARDENIAS, Hardy Daisy, Aug
Beauty, Dwarf variegated 'Radican'
plant liners, $2.35ea, full roots,
more, p/up or ship. Janice Myers;
Spartanburg; 864-494-2001
LEYLAND CYPRESS TREES,
3gal, 3-5ft, $10ea, 10 or more, $8ea.
Larry Pollard; Richland; 803-730-7087
RIVER BIRCH TREES, wht
dogwoods, $5ea; pink & red
dogwoods, $10ea; mosquito plants,
$5ea; more, no ship. Larry Johnson;
Orangeburg; 803-664-4213
CHINESE CHESTNUT TREES, in
pots, $10. Charles Makl; Greenwood;
864-445-2848
Poultry
TURkEYS, free range, Royal Palm
& Bronze Narragansett, $45ea; bob
wht quail, mixed run, $7ea, min 10; all
8m/o. Mattie Langley; Greenville;
864-430-2265
BANTAMS, lavender silkies, $10ea;
Polish, wht crested black, wht crested
blue, $25/pr; pheasants, blk mutant,
more, $15ea. H Austin; Orangeburg;
803-308-1203
WHT DOVES, $15ea or $25 for 2.
Cecil Hooks; Marion; 843-430-4906
STRAIGHT RUN ONLY, baby
RIR, $1.50ea, w/purchase of 10
or more. Cathy Shill; Dorchester;
843-810-1972
NORTHERN BOBWHITE QUAIL,
flight cond, $4. Keith Coker; Berkeley;
843-753-7235
8 GUINEAS, 9m/o, $10ea. Vernon
Thomas; Greenville; 864-834-4798
INDIAN RUNNER DUCkS, choc,
1M, 3 hens, $40all. Barney Gause;
Williamsburg; 843-356-1671
BOOTLEG BANTAM TRIO, to lay
in spring, red rooster, cream hens,
$20; Wht doves & spotted ring neck
doves, $15ea, unsexed. Sara Jones;
Lexington; 803-317-4207
YNG PEACOCkS, M & F, $30ea
& up. Harvey Ammons; Chester;
803-899-0268
BLk COPPER MARANS, yng
roosters, from dark eggs, $15. Jay
Griswold; Lexington; 803-796-0349
7 RING NECk DOVES, $10ea
or $50all, will trade for tumbler
pigeons. Junior Hammonds; Anderson;
864-224-1222
WATERFOWL, Ring Teal, $20ea;
call ducks, $12ea. Shane Sease;
Bamberg; 803-824-9124
2 YNG ROOSTERS, $10. C Choate;
Florence; 843-662-2390
ROOSTERS, $10ea. S Hammond;
Aiken; 803-663-0278
M DARk THROATS, M yel golden,
pheasants, 16m/o, full color, $30 or
trade for F. Ernest Phillips; Richland;
803-394-3983
8 GAME ROOSTERS, $64obo.
G Williams; Aiken; 803-663-3715
4 SPANISH CROSSED TURkEY
JAkES, blk & Bourbon red, 6 m/o,
$25ea, 2 Spanish blk & Bourbon red
crossed tom turkeys, $45ea; more.
Neal Miles; Barnwell; 803-259-7820
BRONZE TURkEY HENS, grown,
free range, $45. Larry Gunter;
Lexington; 803-532-7394
PEkING DUCkS, y/o, $15ea or $40
trio; Toulouse, Emden, African Geese,
$30ea. Benson Ray; Georgetown;
843-558-7360
GAMEFOWL, 2 Greys, 1 hatch
rooster, $25ea; 15 game hens, $15ea
obo; Americana rooster, $15. Joe
Calwise; Laurens; 864-998-3405
GAMEFOWL STAGS kELSO,
Warhorse, Blueface, McClean Hatch,
Leiper Hatch, Red Fox Grey, Shorty
Grey, more. $100ea. Rex Bumgarner;
Lexington; 803-331-0269
RIR HENS, $6; W/B Silkies, $10;
Ameraucanas, rare Lavender, $25/pr;
rare Lavender Silkies, $50/pr. Kay
Clair; Spartanburg; 864-463-3886
CORNISH BANTAMS, $10ea;
homing & roller pigeons, $8ea. William
Claxton; Colleton; 843-909-4285
6 BARRED ROCk HENS, 2y/o,
$12ea or $60all. Byron Hanna;
Fairfield; 803-260-4982
ROYAL PALM TURkEY TRIOS,
$125up; Bronze Tom, $50; laying hens,
6-20w/o, $8up; roosters, $10. David
Gravelin; Dorchester; 843-291-2610
4 GROWN ROOSTERS, $7. Mike
Hendrix; Newberry; 803-924-8541
PHEASANTS, Red Gold, Yel Gold,
Lady Amhearst, Elliotts, Gray Jungle
Fowl, $40/pr & up. Albert Woodberry;
Georgetown; 843-558-2009
PARTRIDGE PLYMOUTH ROCk
HENS, $8ea; PPR rooster, avail
w/6+ PPR hens, $8ea; mixed bantam
hens, $6ea. Keith Gibbons; Clarendon;
843-659-9933
Rabbits
CA WHT RABBITS, $7-25, 7w/o
& up. Bill Shoemaker; Richland;
803-786-2378
FLEMISH, NZ, CA, meat, pet,
show, $25up. Billy Carter; Kershaw;
803-530-2972
NZ WHT, $20+; Chinchilla bucks,
$15. David Gravelin; Dorchester;
843-291-2610
RABBITS, yng, var sizes, healthy,




& AUCTION, White Plains Ch
Rd, Jefferson, Tue auction, check-in
2pm, misc, 6pm, reg auction,
7pm. Ken Knight; Chesterfield;
803-287-7790
SM ANIMAL SALE, ea Tues, 7pm,
Double H Livestock, Pelzer. Phil Hiott;
Anderson; 864-617-5454
LIVESTOCk AUCTION, Springfield
Stockyard, Festival Trl Rd, 1st &
3rd Sat, 1pm w/pigs/hogs, cattle,
horses, sheep, goats, poultry, sm
animals. Bud Furtick; Orangeburg; 803-
258-3512
Seed
All seed ads must be
accompanied by a copy of a
CURRENT SEED LAB TEST.
'13 WHEAT, bearded, cleaned &





planter, 7ft+ flail mower, fertigation
mixer, irrigation zone timer. Wade ten
Bensel; Lancaster; 803-283-4631
COMBINE, pull type. Tommy
Anderson; Laurens; 864-697-5542
FRONT END LOADER, for JD
2840, can use JD 148 loader, JD 158
loader or JD 265 loader. Terry Staggs;
Greenville; 864-468-4381
FARM EQUIP, unused, unwanted, in
need of repair, can p/up. David
Swallow; Kershaw; 803-572-2049
6-8FT OFFSET DISC, pull type,
hvy duty, GC. Christian Hendricks ;
Richland; 803-530-2715
CATTLE TRL, 16ft, factory built,
BP, dual axles, lights, elec brakes,
swing out gates, center gate. John
Gossett; York; 803-222-7786
CATTLE WORkING PEN. Kenneth
Mullis; Richland; 803-331-6612
Want Hay
FREE HAY, good, no mold, Fescue,
rye, wheat, oat, straw or mixed,
feed & wood shavings, to help




will p/up in upstate, will
pay $15ea. John Hill; Greenville;
864-483-4823
WHOLE HERDS, cows, calves
or bulls. Josh Brown; Saluda;
864-910-5378
BEEF CATTLE, cows, calves,
bulls, whole herds. Brian Gibert;
Greenwood; 864-980-6408
FREE UNWANTED FARM
ANIMALS, chickens, rabbits, goats,
mini donkeys, cattle, sheep, etc. David
Swallow; Kershaw; 803-572-2049
HATCHING EGGS, ducks, chickens,
geese & swan eggs, will p/up & pay.
Shane Sease; Bamberg; 803-824-9124
UNWANTED FARM ANIMALS,
goats, cattle, sheep, donkeys, jacks,
horses. William Knopf; Chester;
803-482-3891
WYANDOTTE BANTAMS, in
upstate area, any color except solid
wht. Ronnie Bagwell; Pickens;
864-855-0249
SEABRIGHT HENS, Golden or
Silver, reasonably priced w/in 3hr
drive. Benson Ray; Georgetown;
843-558-7360
FREE UNWANTED LIVESTOCk,
goats, chickens, rabbits, pigs, hogs,
etc, will p/up. Mozelle Jones;
Richland; 803-403-4292
Want Miscellaneous
2 FARM TRACTOR TIRES,
20.8x34 w/tubes. Coleman Dangerfield;
Berkeley; 843-200-8214
PINE OR HDWD LOGS, in low
country; also 8+A tracts, cut
pulpwood, have fuel chipper for
underbrush. B Williams; Charleston;
843-303-8626
TIMBER/PULPWOOD, timber
procurement, forestry services for
upstate co, top $ paid for your
forest products, more. Steven Smith;
Greenville; 864-517-3620
INDIAN CORN, or spider corn seeds
or cob. Luke Cook; Lexington;
803-467-6540
FREE UNWANTED FARM, or
animal related items, fence, posts,
lumber, feeders, water troughs, more,
will p-up, tear down. David Swallow;
Kershaw; 803-572-2049
FREE RND PEN PANELS,
stall mats, gates, concrete mix, 2x4,
2x6 wood, posts, plywood, wire
fencing, to help rescued horses. Trecia
Brown; York; 803-230-6778
BARN OR BARN SPACE,
for summer 2014, well ventilated
& dry, preferably on/near Hwy 176,
b'tween Irmo & Whitmire. Brian Long;
Richland; 803-609-7057
WOODEN PRODUCE CRATES,
w/Gibson or Johnston SC, printed
on end. Bill Gibson; Edgefield;
803-480-1104
PINE, hdwd, pulpwood, saw timber,
in Aiken, Greenwood, McCormick Co.
Milton Whitt; Aiken; 803-663-3418
LRG/SM BELLS, bell parts, church
bell, wash pots, syrup kettles,
coffee/corn grinder, pt canning jars,
more. Luann Masters; Greenville;
864-313-2992
100LB ANVIL, or larger, old farm
bell, hand corn sheller. Larry Gunter;
Lexington; 803-532-7394
PULPWOOD, saw timber,
hdwd, pine all types of thinning
or clear cut pay top prices, upstate
counties. Tim Morgan; Greenville;
864-420-0251
USED PANELS, roping & bucking
chutes, hvy to med duty. Brian
Blackwell; Cherokee; 864-491-3195
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Each household is permitted up to four ads per issue.
However, the ads can not be in the same category.
When submitting ads online, DO NOT type in upper case, 
type in lower case. DO NOT run words together.
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4-H HORSE CLUB, 2nd Monday of ea
mon, 6pm, ages 5-19, horse not reqd,
4-H membership/$10 & incl t-shirt.
Virginia Crosby; Chester; 803-789-5947
All equine must be accompanied
by written proof of an approved negative
test within the last 12 months for EIA
when entering any public assembly of
horses. These public assemblies include,
but  are not limited to shows, fairs,
organized trail rides,  rodeos and other
exhibitions as well as organized sales.
Section 47-13-1315 and 1350
and 1370, SC Code of Laws.
Note: Clemson University’s Livestock-
Poultry Health Division requires the
following: All public equine auction/sales
must be permitted by Clemson University
Livestock-Poultry Health and be
in compliance with SC Law Section
47-11-20 and SC Regulation 27-1016-C.
Contact CULPH at 803-788-2260
Ext. 231 for information. 
*Important: Please include a mailing
address and phone number with
each event notice you wish to include in
the Market Bulletin. All ads submitted
will only be run twice. If you wish
for your ad to appear in more than
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Utilizing Technology in the Beef Industry
to Measure Efficiency
Clemson Bull Test – Balancing performance and efficiency
to maximize profits
Dr. Matthew Burns: 
Clemson University Cooperative Extension Animal Scientist – Beef Specialist
It is a good time to be in the cattle business.  Cattle prices are high, but production inputs for managing a
cattle business are at record highs too.  In response to these record high inputs, Clemson University
installed a new feeding system to help measure individual feed intake.  The Clemson University Bull Test
has been operating for more than 30 years as a concentrate, performance-based bull test.  Utilization of the
new GrowSafe feeding system (GrowSafe Beef Systems, Alberta Canada) will provide feed intake and,
consequently, residual feed intake as a measure of efficiency.  This data can be balanced with standard
performance data to allow producers to make more informed decisions about animal performance and how
it may affect their bottom line.
I mentioned above that we would use the data to calculate a measure of efficiency known as residual
feed intake.  Residual feed intake is simply: actual feed intake – expected feed intake = residual feed
intake.  What does this number mean?  A positive residual feed intake means the bull ate more feed than
expected to achieve his actual performance, whereas a negative residual feed intake means the bull ate less
feed than expected to achieve his actual performance.  For example, if we have two bulls (start weights are
the same) both gaining 2.5 lbs per day over a 75-day period, we would expect them to eat approximately
1500 lbs of feed per bull over the test period.  However, bull No. 1 ate 1717 lbs of feed and bull No. 2 ate
1232 lbs of feed.  Bull No. 1 residual feed intake would be: 1717 – 1500 = 217 lbs, and bull No. 2 residual
feed intake would be: 1232 – 1500 = -268.  Overall, bull No. 1 ate 485 lbs more feed over a 75-day test
period to gain the same amount of weight as bull No. 2.  Therefore, in this scenario, bull No. 2 could be
considered more efficient than bull No. 1. 
As producers, it is important to remember that our goal in applying selection pressure is to keep
everything in balance.  We certainly don’t want to over select for certain traits or completely forget
about other variables.  The beef industry has made available a multitude of different indexes, EPD’s, and
ratios to help us select for better cattle based on our individual parameters, but, until now, efficiency
of individual animals has escaped our grasp.  The GrowSafe System now allows us to better identify and
utilize efficient animals.  Clemson University Bull Test Facility currently has four 5-acre paddocks with
10 GrowSafe nodes, which have the capacity to hold approximately 80 animals on test at any given time.
Nominations for the Bull Test are due in August with a 112-day test running from September to December
and sale the first Saturday of February (February 1, 2014). The industry now has a facility/system that is
being utilized not only at Clemson University, but also at other universities and private institutions to help
better identify these more efficient animals for the future of our industry.  For more information please
contact Matthew Burns at burns5@clemson.edu.
Calling All Goat Owners
Goat Production and Parasite Management Workshop
Will Be Held Feb. 28
Clemson University Cooperative Extension Service will conduct a goat management seminar on Friday,
Feb. 28, at the Pee Dee Research and Education Center in Florence.  
The program will cover several important aspects of goat production, including:
• Pasture Renovation for Better Forage Production
• Summer and Winter Annuals and Grazing Management
• Billy Selection
• Replacement Doe Selection and Management
• Avoiding Parasite Resistance
• Prevention and Treatment of Internal Parasites
• Fecal Egg Counts using Microscope (hands on)
Speakers include Dr. Patty Scharko, Field Extension Veterinarian with Clemson University, and
livestock and forage specialists Brian Beer, Kevin Campbell, Lee Van Vlake and Amber Starnes. The
program, which runs from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m., should prove beneficial to new and experienced goat owners alike.  
The $70 fee includes a comprehensive notebook and lunch. The registration deadline is Feb. 21, and
space is limited. Applications are available at all Clemson Extension offices or contact Lee Van Vlake at
843-661-4800 or rii@clemson.edu.  
USDA and Minority Landowner Magazine Host
Workshops and Demonstrations for Farmers
Farmers and landowners can learn about USDA programs
and services and see conservation demonstrations
during two-day workshops in January
Minority Landowner magazine is hosting three workshops around the state to help private farmers and
landowners better understand the wealth of programs and services that USDA can provide them.
Registration is free and includes lunch. Sponsored by the USDA-Natural Resources Conservation Service
(NRCS), the two-day sessions are free to attend and are scheduled for:
Start time for all sessions  is 8 a.m. each day. 
What’s in a Title?
continued from page 1
The title of “The Peach State”
isn’t just about production
numbers.  Commercial peach
production began in Georgia,
and it is history, not volume,
which grants our neighbor the
title.
The development of “modern”
peach varieties began in the
late 1850s when a banker
in Macon, Ga. planted a number
of clingstone peach trees.
He had several varieties, and
he shared the best of his
stock with Col. Lewis Rumph
of Marshallville, Ga. Col.
Rumph’s grandson named one
of the better tasting varieties
‘Elberta’ in 1889, for his
beloved wife. The family is
also known for the ‘Georgia
Belle’ variety.
These two varieties became
so popular that a new
industry was born in the
Southeast, and both of these
varietal names are still household
jargon. 
The SC Peach Council prides
itself in educating consumers
that South Carolina is the
Tastier Peach State. Prior to
the start of the 2014 season,
more than 100,000 young
peach trees will be planted
in the three predominant
peach-growing areas of the state:
the Piedmont, the Ridge, and
the Sandhills.   
The industry is committed
to increasing the amount of
fruit available to consumers
each year – a thought that
should make you smile while
you dream about summer’s
sweet fruit during these
cold winter months!  In fact,
40 different varieties of our
state fruit will be harvested
this year, enabling consumers
to enjoy what will we
hope be another record-breaking
harvest of peaches from May
through September.
While Georgia may have made
history in peach production,




continued from page 1
As row crop farms get bigger,
the equipment increases in size
and efficiency. For example,
cotton harvesters do so much
more in the field. They now
pick it, bale it, and roll it
out. One (very expensive
machine) replaces at least 3
other pieces of equipment. Big
equipment gets a lot more
done in one pass than it
could 20 years ago. Efficiency
is rooted in how many
times you cross the field. A
16-row sprayer, or a 50-foot
disk harrow, can cover a field
in a fraction of the time it
used to take.
On other fronts, seed
varieties continue to improve.
Stacked gene technology
allows farmers to select for
herbicide resistance, disease
resistance, and a number
of specific traits that affect
individual fields.  The test plots
you see along the roads
provide valuable information
about which varieties will
be used in the future. The
work that goes into a bag of
seed reduces trips across the
field – a goal of sustainable
agriculture.
Let’s not forget GPS and
computer technology.  Unheard
of a few years ago, GPS
systems on equipment now
allow farmers to use “precision
agriculture” by planting more
efficiently, put fertilizer out in
precise amounts, and harvest
the exact row that was
planted in the spring. Precision
agriculture is here now, and
it’s here to stay.
Interestingly, we’re seeing a
lot more growth in small and
medium size family farms.
With the increased interest
in organic farming and food
production, small farmers are
specializing in everything from
herbs to heirloom tomatoes
to sweet corn.  With better
information, they are managing
their farms for maximum
production. That means higher
quality food on the table,
and everybody likes that idea.
There are several farm
management programs in the
design phase, at least one from
right here in South Carolina,
that will help with all the
new food safety regulations
coming.
So as you plunge into
the New Year, remember that
our farmers are already deep
into the cycle of planning,
planting, mapping, measuring,
calculating and researching.
Farmers have to be scientists,
technologists and engineers.
My brother and nephew had
this discussion just before
Christmas so we could lay
out a plan for 2014 for crops
and finances. Just like the
Weathers family, all farmers
are up for the challenge. In
fact, we’re eager for it to
begin.





Colleton County: Jan. 22-23
Colleton Museum & Farmers
Market
506 E. Washington Street
Walterboro, SC 29488
Colleton: 843-549-1821, ext. 111
Florence/Clarendon Counties:
Jan. 29-30
The National Bean Market
111 Henry Street
Lake City, SC 29560
Florence: 843-669-9686, ext. 114,





continued from page 1
The trade show will be
open Thursday, Feb. 6, from
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. and Friday,
Feb. 7 from 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Various seminars will be held
each of the three days,
plus a golf tournament and
a sporting clays tournament.  
All events are at the
Myrtle Beach Convention
Center at 2101 North Oak
Street. For additional information
cal l  the SCNLA off ice
at  803-743-4284.  Visi t
www.scnla .com for  the
show brochure and on-line
registration. 
